PALS

Pet Access League Society
DOG HISTORY FORM

DATE

OWNER / HANDLER

DOG’S NAME

BIRTHDATE (month/year)

BREED

GENDER
FI

WEIGHT

lbs.

Age of dog when acquired:

FS

MI

MN

kg

How acquired:

If dog was NOT a puppy, what do you know of its history?

Have you and your dog attended obedience class(es):

Level(s):

If not would you be willing to take classes with your dog?

Yes/No:

Does your dog have any of the following titles/certificates? Indicate with √ if you were the dog’s handler during testing.
Event

√

Title/Certificate

Event

Title/Certificate

Agility Trials

Lure Coursing Trials

Field Trials

Confirmation

Draft Dog

Obedience Trials

Herding Trials

Hunt Tests

Tracking Tests

Working Certificates

Versatility Awards

Pet Therapy

Canine Good Citizen

Other

√

Does your dog do any of the following?
Yes/No/Sometimes

Yes/NO/Sometimes

Mouthing

Jump up on people

Pull on leash

Lick

Paw
Which commands will dog obey?

Circle U (usually); S (sometimes); R (rarely)

Sit

U S R

Heel

U S R

Stay

U S R

Down

U S R

Come

U S R

Leave it

U S R

Others:
What types of collars do you use?
Type
Special/Everyday use
Snap
Buckle
Halti or Gentle Leader
Slip

Type
Choke
Pinch
Body Harness

Special/Everyday use

Is dog used to walking on a leash? ___________

Fully house trained? ___________

What is your dog’s reaction to the following situations? (eg. playful, chases, accepts calmly, nervous, barks, afraid,
aggressive, no experience)
Big dogs:

Small dogs:

Cats:

Vet’s office:

Loud noises:

New situations:

New equipment:

Children:

What is your dog’s reaction to the following types of handling? (eg. accepts calmly, nervous, growls, yelps, afraid,
aggressive, no exp.)
Owner
Other adult
Child
Pull ears
Grab or pat rear
Hug in body area
Holding paws
Food/objects from mouth
Pull tail
Head hug

Any unusual reactions noted (eg. men, uniforms, hats, people with canes):
_____________________________________
Has your dog ever growled, snapped at or bitten anyone? ___________ any other animal? ____________
If yes, explain:
______________________________________________________________________________________
Any surgery in the past six months? ___________ If yes, explain: ____________________________________________
Has your dog ever been in a fight with another animal or had any experience that you might consider traumatic?
__________ If yes, explain: _______________________________________________________________
Might your dog be considered vocal? ___________

Will he/she be quiet on command? ___________

How is your dog riding in the car?
______________________________________________________________________
What types of things does your dog NOT like?
_____________________________________________________________
Have you encountered any behavioral problems with your dog? ___________ If yes, explain: _______________________
COMMMENTS:

